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Characterization of shielded coplanar stripline discontinuities by the
space domain integral equation technique

NIHAD DIB{, MAJID KHODIER{ and AMJAD OMAR}

This paper presents a general fullwave analysis for the problem of shielded
coplanar stripline (CPS) discontinuities. The analysis is based on the electric ® eld
space domain integral equation (SDIE) approach. The Green’s functions pertinent
to the problem are formulated to take into consideration any number of planar
strati® ed dielectric layers. The method of moments is applied to numerically solve
the SDIE for the unknown current distribution over the CPS conductor surface.
Numerical results for CPS open-end, series-gap, CPS resonator, and straight CPS
series stubs are presented. Most of the included SDIE results are compared with
quasi-transverse electromagnetic results, ® nite di� erence time domain results, or
complex image technique results

1. Introduction

Millimetre-wave integrated circuits are important for a variety of applications,
and a wide range of solid state circuitry has been developed in both hybrid and
monolithic form. However, the inability to accurately predict the performance of
various circuit components is a serious barrier to the widespread and cost-e� ective
application of these technologies. One of the coplanar lines that is attracting more
interest is the so-called coplanar stripline (CPS) which has wide applications in
MMICs and MICs. Moreover, owing to increasing bit rates in the emerging digital
broadband systems and in computers, the behaviour of CPS and other transmission
line buses on boards becomes increasingly important in predicting the signal beha-
viour. The prediction of digital signal behaviour includes not only transmission,
re¯ ection and crosstalk in buses but also the e� ect of active circuits, packages,
connectors, pads and discontinuities on the signal propagation path. The goal of
the analysis presented in this paper is directed toward studying and modelling the
e� ect of discontinuities in the CPS structure on signal propagation.

Coplanar stripline was ® rst proposed by Hatsuda (1971) and has been studied
using the quasi-static approximation as well as fullwave analysis. Wen (1969) carried
out a quasi-static analysis of the coplanar lines (coplanar waveguide (CPW) and
CPS)) using conformal mapping with the assumption that the dielectric substrate
is thick enough to be considered in® nite. A modi® cation of this method was given by
Davis et al. (1973) in which the ® nite thickness of the substrate was taken into
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consideration. A fullwave analysis of coplanar lines which provides information
regarding frequency dependence of phase velocity and characteristic impedance
has been carried out using Galerkin’s method in the space domain (Fujiki and
Kitazawa 1975) and non-uniform discretization of integral equations (Yamashita
and Astuki 1976). Recently, Getsinger (1993) has introduced an empirical formula,
which is valid for the lower band of microwave frequency, relating the equivalent
capacitance for the CPS open-end discontinuity with CPW short-end discontinuity,
based on the quasi-transverse electromagnetic (TEM) approximation.

In Simons et al. (1996), the fullwave computationally intensive ® nite di� erence
time domain (FDTD) technique has been used to obtain lumped equivalent circuit
models for various CPS discontinuities, together with element values as a function of
the discontinuity physical dimension. In McLean and Itoh (1992), McLean et al.
(1991) and Wang et al. (1997), fullwave analysis using the spectral domain approach
of simple open-end and short-end discontinuities in CPS has been carried out.

It can be seen from the above that there has been interest in characterizing CPS
structures using methods extending from the computationally intensive fullwave
FDTD method to quasi-static methods. Fullwave analysis of CPS discontinuities
is very important in predicting the performance of high speed interconnect circuits,
and has potential applications in the design of microwave components such as ® lters,
couplers, mixers, oscillators and ampli® ers for the emerging wireless communica-
tions. Moreover, the development of new and accurate models for CPS discontinu-
ities, which can be added to the already existing CAD packages, is based on fullwave
analysis.

This paper presents a general method that can be implemented easily to theore-
tically characterize shielded coplanar stripline discontinuities. This method is based
on the fullwave space domain integral equation (SDIE) technique (Itoh 1989), which
provides accuracy, computational e� ciency and versatility in terms of the geometries
it can solve. The integral equation technique, in the space domain and the frequency
domain, was successfully applied to analyse a variety of transmission lines such as
microstrip line (Yamashita and Astuki 1976, Katehi and Alexopoulos 1985,
Dunleavy and Katehi 1988, Delable et al. 1994), CPW (Dib 1992), CPS (Hasnain
et al. 1986), and many other microwave circuits (Mosig 1988, Hill and Tripathi 1991,
Eleftheriades et al. 1995, Eleftheriades and Mosig 1996, Watson and Gupta 1997,
DuÈ rr et al. 1998). The advantage of an integral equation approach resides in the fact
that the ® elds in a three-dimensional (3D) structure can be derived from unknown
® eld quantities on certain boundaries. In the case of discontinuity problems, these
boundaries reduce to the surfaces of the conductors. This, of course, substantially
reduces the number of unknowns as compared with the ® nite element method or
® nite di� erence method where the whole 3D structure of the discontinuity must be
discretized. The price paid for this advantage is that only piecewise homogeneous
media can be handled, a suitable Green’s function must be found, and rather exten-
sive analytical preprocessing is required.

The application of the SDIE to the shielded CPS discontinuity problem is pre-
sented. The implementation of the method of moments to solve the electric ® eld
integral equation is described, and the necessary electric ® eld Green’s functions
pertinent to the CPS problem are derived. Numerical results for the S-parameters
for CPS open-end, series-gap, resonator, and straight series-stubs discontinuities are
presented. The results obtained using the SDIE technique are compared with quasi-
TEM, FDTD and complex image technique (CIT) results.
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2. Theoretical analysis

2.1. Integral equation
The analysis presented here corresponds to the structure shown in ® gure 1(a). In

® gure 1(a), a view for a typical shielded CPS discontinuity embedded in multilayered
media is shown. Using transmission line theory (Bhattacharyya 1994), this multi-
layered structure is reduced to a two-layer structure as shown in ® gure 1(b). In this
problem, the ® elds in the two regions 1 and 2, due to y- and z-directed electric
dipoles, above and below the CPS are to be derived. The nature of the impedance
boundary sides shown in ® gure 1(b) is discussed in the Appendix. Then, by super-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) A typical one-port CPS discontinuity inside a cavity ® lled with several dielectric
layers. (b) An equivalent two-layer problem is obtained after the application of trans-
mission line theory. The y component of the electric current is shown here only. The
dipole is placed at …0; y 0; z 0†.



position, the total electric ® eld in region i (i ˆ 1; 2) is related to the currents on the
strips by the following SDIE

Ei
ˆ ……S 0

Gi
e…r=r 0†·J…r 0† ds 0 …1†

In the above equation, S 0 is the surface of the CPS conductors and Gi
e is the electric

® eld dyadic Green’s function in the ith region, which are derived in the Appendix.
Evaluating equation (1) on the strip surfaces and using

J…r 0† ˆ J z…r 0†ẑ ‡J y…r 0†ŷ …2†

we have

Ey…x ˆ 0; y; z† ˆ 0 ˆ ……S 0
GyyJy ds 0 ‡……S 0

GyzJ z ds 0 …3†

Ez…x ˆ 0; y; z† ˆ 0 ˆ ……S 0
GzyJ y ds 0 ‡……S 0

GzzJ z ds 0 …4†

where the subscript e is suppressed for simplicity. In the above equations, Gkl denotes
the electric ® eld Ek in either region at x ˆ 0 due to electric dipole J l at x 0 ˆ 0 with
k; l ˆ y; z. It should be mentioned that, in our analysis, the metallization thickness is
assumed to be zero.

Figure 1(b) shows the structure of the problem for the y-directed electric dipole.
It should be noted that a similar structure exists for the z-directed electric dipole. It is
known that E and H in a multilayered structure can be expressed as hybrid ® elds
resulting from the superposition of longitudinal section electric (LSE or TEx) and
longitudinal section magnetic (LSM or TM x) modes (Harrington 1961, Balanis
1989). Therefore, E and H can be expressed in terms of a magnetic vector potential
A and electric vector potential F as follows:

E ˆ ¡
1
°
Ñ F ‡

1
j!·°

Ñ Ñ A …5†

H ˆ
1
· Ñ A ‡

1
j!·° Ñ Ñ F …6†

Since regions 1 and 2 are homogeneous and source-free, choosing

A ˆ 0 …7†

F ˆ x̂¿ …8†

and

F ˆ 0 …9†

A ˆ x̂’ …10†

uniquely characterize the LSE and LSM modes, respectively. In the above, ¿ and ’

are the scalar potentials which should satisfy the homogeneous wave equation in
regions 1 and 2. The details of the solution of the vector potentials and the derivation
of the Green’s function components can be found in the Appendix.
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2.2. Development of moment solution
The next step is to solve the integral equations (3) and (4) for the current dis-

tribution J…r 0† by means of the method of moments (MoM) (Harrington 1968). This
method has stood the scienti® c test of time and has proven to be very e� cient for the
problem with which we are dealing here.

To apply the MoM, we ® rst expand the unknown electric current density in terms
of known basis functions as follows:

Js…r 0† ˆ ŷXNy

iˆ 1XNz

jˆ 1

Iy;ij fi…y 0†gj…z 0† ‡ ẑXNz

kˆ 1XNy

lˆ 1

Iz;kl fk…z 0†gl…y 0† …11†

where Iy;i j and Iz;kl are the unknown amplitudes of the y and z components of the
electric current density. The subdomain basis functions for the z-directed current
component are assumed to have piecewise sinusoidal variation along the longitudi-
nal direction and constant along the transverse direction, and are given as:

fk…z 0† ˆ

sin‰ks…z 0 ¡ zk¡1†Š
sin…kslzk †

; zk¡1 z 0 zk

sin‰ks…zk‡1 ¡ z 0†Š
sin…kslzk‡1†

; zk z 0 zk‡1

0; elsewhere

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
…12†

gl…y 0† ˆ
1; yl¡1 y 0 yl

0; elsewhere …13†

where lzk ˆ zk ¡ zk¡1 and ks is a scaling parameter chosen to be the wavenumber in
the highest permittivity dielectric layer (Dunleavy and Katehi 1988). The functions
fi…y 0† and gj…z 0† are given by equations similar to (12) and (13) with z, z 0, y, and y 0

replaced by y, y 0, z and z 0, respectively. It should be mentioned here that half-
sinusoidal basis functions should be added to the current distribution for the z-
directed component at the position of the feeding subsection and at the end of a
short circuited line, since the current at these points should go to a maximum. Now,
(3) and (4) can be rewritten as

Ey ˆ XNy

iˆ 1XNz

jˆ 1

Iy;i j……S 0
Gyy fi…y 0†gj…z 0† ds 0 ‡XNz

kˆ 1XNy

lˆ 1

Iz;kl……S 0
Gyz fk…z 0†gl…y 0† ds 0 …14†

Ez ˆ XNy

iˆ 1XNz

jˆ 1

Iy;i j……S 0
Gzy fi…y 0†gj…z 0† ds 0 ‡XNz

kˆ 1XNy

lˆ 1

Iz;kl……S 0
Gzz fk…z 0†gl…y 0† ds 0 …15†

Using the well known Galerkin’s procedure in which the weighting (testing) func-
tions are identical to the basis functions, (14) and (15) are transformed into linear
matrix equations in the form:

…Z yy† …Z yz†
…Z zy† …Z zz†… † Iy

Iz
ˆ

Vy

Vz
…16†
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In the above, Iy and Iz are subvectors of the unknown coe� cients for the y and z

components of the electric current distribution, respectively, and Vy and Vz are the
known excitation subvectors which are dependent on the feeding model. …Z ±²†
…±² ˆ y; z† represent submatrices of the total impedance matrix the elements of
which are expressed in terms of multiple space integrals as follows:

Z yy…i; j=o; p† ˆ …………Gyy fi…y 0† fo…y†gj…z 0†gp…z† dy dy 0 dz dz 0 …17†

Z yz…k; l=o; p† ˆ …………Gyz fk…z 0† fo…y†gl…y 0†gp…z† dy dy 0dz dz 0 …18†

Z zy…i; j=q; r† ˆ …………Gzy fi…y 0† fq…z†gj…z 0†gr…y† dy dy 0 dz dz 0 …19†

Z zz…k; l=q; r† ˆ …………Gzz fk…z 0† fq…z†gl…y 0†gr…y† dy dy 0 dz dz 0 …20†

for o ˆ 1; . . . ; Ny; p ˆ 1; . . . ; Nz and q ˆ 1; . . . ; Nz; r ˆ 1; . . . ; Ny. The complete
expressions for the elements of the impedance matrix can be found in the
Appendix. The elements of the excitation vector are given by

Vy…o; p† ˆ ……Ey…y; z† fo…y†gp…z† dy dz …21†

Vz…q; r† ˆ ……Ez…y; z† fq…z†gr…y† dy dz …22†

In this paper, the excitation is modelled by ideal voltage sources (delta-gap voltage
generators) localized at speci® c subsections (Rautio and Harrington 1987). In this
model, the excitation vector has values of zero everywhere except at the positions of
the voltage sources. The current distribution can be found by solving (16) for the
amplitudes of the current basis functions.

2.3. Scattering parameters
The above analysis presented the theoretical method for computing the current

distribution over the strips of any shielded CPS discontinuity. The next step is to use
these currents to determine the associated network parameters that can be used to
represent them. The relevant network parameters include the parameters of uniform
CPS line sections and the scattering parameters associated with discontinuity struc-
tures.

The guide wavelength ¶g, can be obtained from the positions of maxima and
minima of the electric current standing wave pattern derived from the method of
moments solution using the method described in Couture et al. (1992). Another
parameter that is often used to describe the propagation characteristics is the e� ec-
tive dielectric constant °ef f , which is given by:

°ef f ˆ
¶o

¶g

2

…23†
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where ¶o is the free space wavelength. The input impedance for one-port dis-
continuities can be evaluated from the positions of minima and maxima of the
electric current standing waves in the feeding lines using ideal transmission line
theory. For two-port discontinuities, the input impedances at either port can be
evaluated by analysing the current distribution resulting from the even and odd
excitations (Dunleavy and Katehi 1988). Then, the scattering parameters for one-
and two-port discontinuities can be computed using the expressions in Katehi and
Alexopoulos (1985) and Dunleavy and Katehi (1988).

3. Numerical results

The theoretical analysis presented in } 2 was implemented using FORTRAN
programs to characterize CPS discontinuities. The same programs can be used to
characterize striplines, microstrip lines and any planar circuit by choosing the
appropriate number and position of dielectric layers and metallizations. To vali-
date the present analysis, numerical results for microstrip open-end and series-gap
discontinuities were obtained using our method and compared with the results in
Dunleavy and Katehi (1988), where the agreement was excellent, which veri® es
both the theoretical analysis and numerical results. In the implementation, the
symmetry of the impedance matrix and the discontinuity structure were exploited
to reduce the computation time and space. The convergence of the scattering
parameters with respect to the number of the ky and kz modes, and the number
of basis functions was also studied and it has been found that using 1000 modes
in either direction, and 40 basis function/wavelength are enough to guarantee the
convergence of the results presented herein. For the purposes of numerical results
and to be used as a quick reference, table 1 shows cavity dimensions and sub-
strate parameters used in obtaining the results for various CPS discontinuities.
The discontinuity structure is suspended inside a rectangular cavity as shown in
® gure 2. It should be mentioned that the cavity dimensions are chosen to ensure
working below the cuto� frequency of LSM and LSE modes for the structure
shown in ® gure 2.

3.1. Open-end discontinuity
The simplest CPS one-port discontinuity is the open-end (® gure 3(a)). The e� ect

of this discontinuity can be modelled as normalized open circuit reactance, e� ective
length extension or equivalent open-end capacitance. Figure 4 presents the normal-
ized open circuit reactance Xoc=Z o as a function of frequency obtained using SDIE
method and quasi-TEM analysis (Getsinger 1993). The agreement between the SDIE
and quasi-TEM results is very good which validates our theoretical formulation. It

CPS discontinuities by the SDIE technique 1499

Cavity °r1
°r2 W (mm) S (mm) h (mm) h1 ˆ h2 (mm) a (mm)

A 13 1 0.05 0.075 0.5 5 5.175
B 2.2 1 0.375 0.75 0.8 4 7.125
C 2.2 1 0.375 1.5 0.8 4 7.125
D 9.9 2.2 0.225 0.45 0.635 3 7.0

Table 1. Cavity dimensions and substrate parameters used in the numerical results of the
CPS



can be seen that increasing S makes the two strips less coupled (decoupled), and
therefore, the normalized open circuit reactance for cavity C is less than its value for
cavity B.

3.2. Series-gap discontinuity
The layout of the series-gap is shown in ® gure 3(b). Figures 5(a) and (b) show the

magnitudes of S11 and S21, respectively, computed for a gap of width G ˆ 1mm as a
function of frequency. It can be seen that jS21j increases with frequency which
indicates that the coupling between the two sections of the CPS line increases. For
the frequency range shown in ® gure 5(a), jS11j decreases slowly with frequency. At
low frequencies, the behaviour of the series-gap is similar to that of the open-end
discontinuity, hence the re¯ ection coe� cient has approximately a magnitude of 1
(0dB). As the frequency increases, the re¯ ection decreases and the transmission
increases. It should be mentioned here that since the structure is lossless and
shielded, the S-parameters should satisfy the power conservation relation

jS11j2 ‡jS21j2 ˆ 1 …24†
That is, the total power is divided between a re¯ ected power and transmitted
power. The SDIE results in ® gure 5 are compared with FDTD results and CIT
results. The CIT is essentially similar to the SDIE except that it is applied on
CPS structures in open environment (i.e. not shielded). In this technique, a mixed
potential integral equation, with the highly convergent complex image Green’s
function, is formulated and solved using the method of moments. The interested
reader is referred to Omar and Chow (1992) and Omar (1993) for more details
about this technique. The S-parameters in open environment do not satisfy equa-
tion (24) since there are losses due to radiation and surface-wave propagation.
The details for the application of fullwave FDTD technique to solve electromag-
netic problems can be found in Simons et al. (1996). The FDTD results are
obtained using the following parameters: x ˆ z ˆ 0:2mm, y ˆ 0:1875mm,

t ˆ 3:76 10¡13 s and the number of time samples is 5000. The discrepancy
between the results of the shielded and the open series-gap can be attributed to

1500 N. Dib et al.

Figure 2. A CPS structure inside a rectangular cavity.
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Figure 3. (a) Open-end CPS discontinuity, (b) CPS series-gap discontinuity, (c) CPS
resonator and (d) CPS straight series-stub.



the radiation from this discontinuity. It is worth mentioning that it takes a couple
of hours CPU time to obtain the FDTD results on a DEC-ALPHA machine,
compared with just 5± 10 min to get the SDIE results.

The behaviour of S21 as a function of frequency for di� erent values of gap width
is shown in ® gure 6 which, as expected, indicates that the insertion loss increases as G

increases due to the weak coupling between the two sections of the CPS line. The
phases of S11 and S21 as a function of frequency are shown in ® gure 7 for G ˆ 1mm,
where the reference planes are taken at the open-ends of the CPS lines.

3.3. CPS resonator
A CPS resonator, which consists of a resonator of length L1 and bilateral gaps of

width G, is shown in ® gure 3(c). Using similar resonators, three-section CPW band
pass ® lter (BPF) has been realized and studied experimentally in the literature
(Williams and Schwartz 1983). The realization of this BPF in CPS can be easily
done using sections which are one-half wavelength long at the ® lter centre frequency.
It should be mentioned that no predesign is made for the CPS resonator studied here.
Results are obtained using one CPS section of lengths L1 ˆ 10mm and 5mm, while
the gap width is kept constant, G ˆ 0:2mm

The magnitude of S21 for L1 ˆ 10mm is shown in ® gure 8(a). The other set of
results is obtained using the CIT. The ® gure shows a very good agreement between
SDIE and CIT results. The small di� erence between SDIE and CIT resonance
frequency is due to the fact that CIT results are obtained for a structure in open
environment. The quality factor Q of the ® lter, is de® ned as the ratio between the
resonance frequency and the 3dB bandwidth, and it is 245 (47.8 dB) as computed

1502 N. Dib et al.

Figure 4. Normalized open circuit reactance as a function of frequency: d ˆ 5h.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Scattering parameters for gap width G ˆ 1mm, Cavity B: (a) Mag(S11), (b)
Mag(S21).
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Figure 6. Magnitude of S21 for di� erent values of gap width, Cavity B.

Figure 7. Phases of scattering parameters for a gap width G ˆ 1 mm, Cavity B.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Mag(S21) for the CPS resonator, cavity B: (a) L1 ˆ 10 mm. (b) L1 ˆ 5 mm.



from the results of the present method. It can be observed that the CIT results give a
slightlywider bandwidth as compared to SDIE results. The reason behind this is that
an open structure is considered when applying CIT which has some radiation losses.
These losses reduce the value of the ® lter quality factor. The same arguments can be
made for the results shown in ® gure 8(b) for L1 ˆ 5mm. It can be observed that the
resonance frequency is shifted up to 21.8 GHz at which the guided wavelength is
approximately twice the resonator length. The quality factor for this case is 71.5
(37.1 dB).

Figure 9 shows the resonance frequency of the CPS resonator as a function of the
resonator length L1 with a ® xed gap width G ˆ 0:2mm. The SDIE results are com-
pared with those obtained assuming the resonator as a ¶g=2 dipole and neglecting the
e� ect of discontinuity and electromagnetic couplings. It can be seen from the ® gure
that the e� ect of discontinuity decreases as the length of the resonator increases.
However, for very short resonators, the discontinuity e� ect is no longer negligible
which necessitates the use of fullwave analysis to predict the exact resonance fre-
quency of the resonator.

3.4. CPS series stub
The CPS series-stub discontinuity is shown in ® gure 3(d). The scattering para-

meters for this stub are shown in ® gure 10 for Ls ˆ 2mm, in the frequency range
14.5± 21 GHz. From the results, one may observe that a resonant frequency exists
around 17.4 GHz at which the stub length Ls is approximately a quarter wavelength.
It can also be concluded that a band-stop ® lter can be realized by cascading several
of these stubs in series. It is worth noting that the same structure (CPS series stub)

1506 N. Dib et al.

Figure 9. Resonance frequency as a function of the resonator length, Cavity B.



could be used as a dipole antenna (if not shielded) in which most of the power will
radiate instead of being re¯ ected back to the source when Ls approaches quarter
wavelength. A CPS fed dipole array antenna has been built and characterized in
Nesic (1981).

4. Conclusions and future work

An e� cient method has been formulated for the problem of shielded coplanar
stripline discontinuities embedded in planar strati® ed media. The method was based
on the 3D fullwave space domain integral equation approach. In this method, an
integral equation was formulated for the electric ® eld in terms of the unknown
current distribution over the conductor surface. The integral equation contained
the Green’s function pertinent to the shielded CPS discontinuity problem which
took into account any number of dielectric substrates. Then, the SDIE was solved
numerically using the method of moments and adopting Galerkin’s technique which
resulted in the current distribution on the conductor surface. Finally, from the
current distribution and using transmission line theory, scattering parameters for
one- and two-port CPS discontinuities were derived. The feeding mechanism was
modelled by ideal voltage sources, i.e. delta-gap generators localized at speci® c
nodes.

Numerical results for various CPS discontinuities were presented. Namely,
open-end, series-gap, resonator and the series-stubs discontinuities. The results

CPS discontinuities by the SDIE technique 1507

Figure 10. Scattering parameters for the stub discontinuity. Ls ˆ 2 mm, W s ˆ W , cavity D.



obtained using SDIE were compared to results from quasi-TEM, FDTD and
the complex image techniques. In general, the agreement was very good
which veri® es both the theoretical analysis and numerical results of the SDIE
technique.

Possible future work includes the use of the theoretical methodology to analyse
other symmetric and asymmetric discontinuities. The e� ect of conductor and dielec-
tric losses on the behaviour of the CPS discontinuity can also be studied by the SDIE
method with simple modi® cations. Another possible future development of the
theoretical methodology presented here could be the use of triangular sub-domain
basis functions instead of the piecewise sinusoidal ones. This will allow for more
complicated CPS discontinuities to be considered.

Appendix

The ® rst step in the derivation of the Green’s functions is to ® nd the solution of
the scalar potentials that satisfy the following wave equations:

r2¿i ‡k2
i ¿

i
ˆ 0 …A 1†

r2’i ‡k2
i ’

i
ˆ 0 …A 2†

with k2
i ˆ !2·o°o°ri , for i ˆ 1; 2. The solution for the scalar potentials can be

obtained by the method of separation of variables and enforcing the boundary
conditions on the perfectly conducting walls of the cavity. Then, using (5) and (6),
the various ® eld components can be expressed in terms of scalar potentials. The
various components of the Green’s functions appearing in (3) and (4) can be
obtained by applying the boundary conditions at x ˆ 0. After lengthy manipula-
tions, the expressions of the Green’s functions are given by:

Gyy…r=r 0† ˆ X1mˆ 0X1nˆ 0

2em

aL

k2
y

Q2 ¡ Q1
‡

k2
z

P 2 ¡ P 1
" # 1

F

cos…kyy 0† sin…kzz 0† cos…kyy† sin…kzz† …A 3†

Gzy…r=r 0† ˆ X1mˆ 0X1nˆ 0

2em

aL

1
Q2 ¡ Q1

¡
1

P 2 ¡ P1

kykz

F

cos…kyy 0† sin…kzz 0† sin…kyy† cos…kzz† …A 4†

Gyz…r=r 0† ˆ X1mˆ 0X1nˆ 0

2en

aL

1
Q2 ¡ Q1

¡
1

P 2 ¡ P 1

kykz

F

sin…kyy 0† cos…kzz 0† cos…kyy† sin…kzz† …A 5†

Gzz…r=r 0† ˆ X1mˆ 0X1nˆ 0

2en

aL

k2
z

Q2 ¡ Q1
‡

k2
y

P 2 ¡ P 1
" # 1

F

sin…kyy 0† cos…kzz 0† sin…kyy† cos…kzz† …A 6†
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where

ky ˆ
mº

a

kz ˆ
nº

L

k2
i ˆ !2·o°o°ri ˆ k2

xi ‡k2
y ‡k2

z

…A 7†

where a and L are the width and the length of the cavity, respectively, and

F ˆ k2
y ‡k2

z …A 8†

P1 ˆ
kx1

!·o

!·o ‡jkx1
Z TE

1 tan…kx1
d1†

kx1
Z TE

1 ‡ j!·o tan…kx1
d1†

…A 9†

Q1 ˆ
!°1
kx1

kx1 ‡j!°1Z TM
1 tan…kx1

d1†
!°1Z

TM
1 ‡jkx1 tan…kx1

d1†
…A 10†

en ˆ
1; n ˆ 0
2; n 6̂ 0 …A 11†

em ˆ
1; m ˆ 0
2; m 6̂ 0 …A12†

Q2 and P 2 have similar expressions to Q1 and P1, respectively, with the following
changes:

°1 !°2 …A 13†

kx1 !kx2 …A 14†

d1 !¡d2 …A 15†

Z TM
1 !Z TM

2 …A 16†

Z TE
1 !Z TE

2 …A 17†

k1 !k2 …A 18†

In (A9) and (A 10), Z TE
i and Z TM

i (i ˆ 1; 2) are the LSE and LSM input impe-
dances seen at x ˆ d1 and x ˆ ¡d2, respectively, which can be computed from
transmission line theory (Van Deventer et al. 1989, Bhattacharyya 1994). That is,
each dielectric layer is replaced by a transmission line section with length equal to
the thickness of the dielectric layer and characteristic impedance Z TE

oi or Z TM
oi and

propagation constant kxi where

Z TE
oi ˆ

!·o

kxi

Z TM
oi ˆ

kxi

!°o°ri

9>>>=>>>;
…A 19†
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With the above expressions of the Green’s functions, equations (17)± (20) can be
evaluated analytically resulting in the following expressions for the elements of the
impedance matrix

Z yy…i; j=o; p† ˆ ¹X1mˆ 0X1nˆ 0

2em

aL

k2
y

Q2 ¡ Q1
‡

k2
z

P 2 ¡ P 1
" # 1

F

Ry…yi†Ry…yo†Tz…zj†Tz…zp† …A 20†

Z yz…k; l=o; p† ˆ ¹X1mˆ 0X1nˆ 0

4
aL

1
Q2 ¡ Q1

¡
1

P 2 ¡ P 1

kykz

F

Rz…zk†Ry…yo†Tz…zp†Ty…yl† …A 21†

Z zy…i; j=q; r† ˆ ¹X1mˆ 0X1nˆ 0

4
aL

1
Q2 ¡ Q1

¡
1

P 2 ¡ P1

kykz

F

Ry…yi†Rz…zq†Tz…zj†Ty…yr† …A 22†

Z zz…k; l=q; r† ˆ ¹X1mˆ 0X1nˆ 0

2en

aL

k2
z

Q2 ¡ Q1
‡

k2
y

P 2 ¡ P1
" # 1

F

Rz…zk†Rz…zq†Ty…yl†Ty…yr† …A 23†
where

¹ ˆ
1 if the two basis functions are full sinusoids
1
2 if only one basis function is half sinusoid
1
4 if the two basis functions are half sinusoids

8><>:
…A 24†

Ry…yi† ˆ
ks

…k2
y ¡ k2

s † sin…kslyi † sin…kslyi‡1†
cos…kyyi† sin…ks…lyi ‡ lyi‡1††

¡ cos…kyyi‡1† sin…kslyi † ¡ cos…kyyi¡1† sin…kslyi‡1† …A 25†

Rz…zi† ˆ
ks

…k2
z ¡ k2

s † sin…kslzi † sin…kslzi‡1†
cos…kzzi† sin…ks…lzi ‡lzi‡1††

¡ cos…kzzi‡1† sin…kslzi † ¡ cos…kzzi¡1† sin…kslzi‡1† …A 26†

Tz…zi† ˆ
1
kz

cos…kzzi¡1† ¡ cos…kzzi†f g …A 27†

Ty…yi† ˆ
1
ky

cos…kyyi¡1† ¡ cos…kyyi† …A 28†

For symmetric basis functions (i.e. lyi ˆ lyi‡1 ˆ ly, or lzi ˆ lzi‡1 ˆ lz), (A 25) and (A 26)
reduce to

Ry…yi† ˆ
ks

…k2
y ¡ k2

s †
2cos…kyyi†
sin…ksly†

cos…ksly† ¡ cos…kyly† …A 29†

Rz…zi† ˆ
ks

…k2
z ¡ k2

s †
2cos…kzzi†
sin…kslz†

cos…kslz† ¡ cos…kzlz†f g: …A 30†
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